Turbo Greek 102: Assignment for Week 11 (= Week 25)

25.1 Monday 4/10
1. Review Crito VII-IX up to p. 35 line 31
2. Memorize Crito glossary up to and including section X
3. Review Athenaze vocabulary up to p. 16

25.2 Tuesday 4/11
1. Review Crito glossary up to and including section XI
2. Read and translate Crito up to and including section X
3. Review Athenaze vocabulary up to p. 17

25.3 Wednesday 4/12
1. **Hand in** your own translation of the sight passage in the quiz.
2. Memorize Crito glossary up to and including section XII (first half of both vocabulary and verbs)
3. Read Crito up to and including section XI
4. Review Athenaze vocabulary up to p. 14

25.4 Thursday 4/13
1. Memorize Crito glossary up to and including section XII (the other half)
2. Read Crito up to and including section XII (first half) up to and including p. 38 line 30 **and make sure you use the handout with the sentence diagram**
3. Review Athenaze vocabulary up to p. 15

25.5 Friday 4/14:
Quiz Monday 4/10 will contain:
1. Questions on the content of the dialogue
2. Questions on a review passage (verb forms, grammatical terminology, etc.; usual lore)
3. Passage to translate at sight (freshly squeezed from Plato’s prose)